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Abstract—The flexible photovoltaic (PV) modules have the advantage of easily fitting on curved surfaces, but in that case their power–voltage characteristic exhibits local maximum power points (MPPs) where the PV module power production is suboptimal. In this paper, the effect of geometrical installation parameters of flexible PV modules, such as the bending angle, tilt angle, and orientation, on the shape of the power–voltage characteristic is experimentally investigated. Then, a new method of tracking the global MPP of flexible PV modules is proposed. An experimental, comparative study is also presented, which demonstrates that compared to the past-proposed MPP tracking (MPPT) techniques, the system proposed in this paper is capable to detect the global MPP of a flexible PV module with less search steps. Thus, the power loss during the global MPPT process is minimized and the energy production of the flexible PV module is maximized.

Index Terms—Flexible, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), microcontroller, photovoltaic (PV) module.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of flexible photovoltaic (PV) modules has emerged during the past few years for solar energy production on portable, wearable, and mobile electronic devices, as well as aerospace and building-integrated PV (BIPV) systems [1]–[4]. Flexible PV modules have the capability to fit on nonplanar surfaces, thus easily adapting to the architectural topology of the installation structure (e.g., roof tiles, facades, tents, etc.). They are fabricated using multiple, series-connected thin solar cells (e.g., using monocrystalline or amorphous silicon, Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) semiconductor, etc.), of 2–100 μm typical thickness), which are encapsulated within a flexible material (e.g., silicone gel) [5]–[7]. They are capable to operate without loss of performance when installed on curved surfaces [2] with a typical efficiency in the range of 13%–23%, depending on their manufacturing technology [2], [3], [5], [7]. Also, due to their rollable/foldable features, flexible PV modules enable easy transport and storage [5].

Typically, the commercially available flat-plate PV modules consist of multiple solar cells connected in series. A bypass diode is connected in parallel to each module (or group of cells within a module) for protection against hot-spot failure effects. As illustrated in Fig. 1, under no-partial-shading conditions, the power–voltage characteristic of the individual PV modules exhibits a unique maximum power point (MPP) [8], [9]. The position and magnitude of the MPP depends on the solar irradiation and ambient temperature operating conditions. By controlling a power electronic converter, which is connected at the output of the PV module or array, according to an MPPT tracking (MPPT) technique [10]–[12], the PV power-generator always operates at the corresponding MPP under the continuously variable meteorological conditions and the PV energy production is maximized. Extensive reviews of the techniques, which have been proposed to perform the MPPT process for PV modules operating under such uniform solar irradiation conditions, as well as their operational characteristics, are included in [13]–[15].

For PV arrays formed by flat-plate PV modules, in case that the individual PV modules comprising the PV array receive unequal amounts of solar irradiation (e.g., due to dust, shading from surrounding buildings, etc.) then the power–voltage characteristic of the PV array exhibits multiple local maxima and only one of them corresponds to the global MPP (see Fig. 1). In [16], it is shown that local maxima of small amplitude, called “traps”, could also be observed in a measured PV power curve due to circuit nonlinearities causing measurement errors with amplitude which is a function of the PV voltage. A generalized perturb and observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm is proposed in [16] in order to avoid convergence of the tracking algorithm to the local MPPs on such “traps”. However, the performance of this algorithm under the existence of large-amplitude local MPPs, such as those encountered under partial shading conditions, has not been investigated.

The installation of a separate dc/dc converter with MPPT capability at each PV module or group of solar cells within the module, thus forming a distributed MPPT system, has been described in [17]–[19] in order to avoid the impact of partial shading of the individual PV modules and maximize the energy production of the entire PV array. In [20], multiple power
switches, diodes, and capacitors are distributed among groups of series-connected solar cells within a PV module. In that scheme, the power switches are controlled such that in case of nonuniform solar irradiation incidence among the individual groups of solar cells, each of them still operates at its local MPP by redistributing the produced energy between the groups of solar cells through the use of an inductor. A similar topology is proposed in [21] in order to maximize the energy production of PV sources which are connected in series at the input of a multilevel dc-link inverter under partial shading conditions. In flat-plate PV module configurations, the power–voltage curve of the PV array may exhibit multiple local MPPs in case that multiple PV elements (cells or modules) are connected in series and the incident solar irradiation is nonuniform among them (see Fig. 1). However, as will be demonstrated in the following sections of this paper, this effect also arises for the individual flexible PV modules, even in case that they are not connected in series or parallel with other PV modules. Thus, the installation of a separate dc/dc converter at each flexible PV module is not adequate to guarantee that the maximum PV module power is produced, unless a suitable global MPPT method is applied.

In [22], the position of the global MPP of a PV array operating under partial shading conditions is detected by changing a voltage reference proportionally to the ratio of the PV array open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current. The application of this method requires knowledge of the configuration of the PV modules within the PV array (i.e., number of PV modules connected in series and parallel) and their operational characteristics.

In [23], the global MPP is detected by iteratively modifying (with a fixed step) the duty cycle of a dc/dc power converter, which is connected at the output of the PV array, such that the entire power–voltage curve of the PV array is scanned. The same principle is also applied in [24], where a switched-capacitor dc/dc converter is used for continuously tracking the MPP of a partially shaded PV array. The global MPP detection process is performed by periodically scanning the power–voltage characteristic of the PV array using a MOSFET power switch connected in parallel to the PV array, which is controlled in such a way that it is driven from cutoff to saturation through the active region. This, the entire power–voltage characteristic of the PV array, from the open-circuit voltage to the short-circuit current operating points, is scanned in order to derive the position of the global MPP.

A review of past-proposed techniques for the appropriate configuration of the electrical connections among the PV modules comprising the PV array or their dynamic reconfiguration using a matrix of power switches, in order to minimize the power loss due to partial shading, is presented in [25]. However, these methods are not adequate to ensure maximum power production under all partial shading conditions. Furthermore, in case of the dynamic reconfiguration strategy, the switch matrix and associated wiring for performing the interconnections between the PV cells/modules result in increased hardware complexity [26].

The application of a radial basis function and a three layered feed-forward neural network is proposed in [27] for tracking the global MPP. Using such an approach has the disadvantage that the hardware resources required for implementing the control unit are increased. Also, intensive efforts are required by the system designer in order to ensure that the neural network training process will be adequate to ensure convergence to the global MPP under any partial shading conditions. The global MPPT scheme based on the DIviding RECTangles (DIRECT) optimization algorithm, which is presented in [28], does not guarantee that the global MPP detection process can be accomplished in fewer steps than those required for sequentially scanning the power–voltage characteristic of the PV array.

A chaotic-search process based on two recursive functions (i.e., dual carrier), which produce possible positions of the global MPP in the search space, is presented in [29] in order to track the global MPP under partial shading conditions and simultaneously improve the efficiency of the conventional chaos-theory-based search algorithm. In that work, a heuristic algorithm is proposed that performs iterative fragmentations of the PV array power–voltage characteristic, utilizing sequences of numbers, which are generated through the use of appropriate functions and correspond to alternative operating points on the power–voltage characteristic of the PV array. The global optimum is detected by measuring and comparing the power generated by the PV array at these positions.

The deployment of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) has been proposed in order to detect the global MPP of partially shaded PV arrays, due to their ability to overcome the multiple local MPP’s barrier and detect the global optimum MPP. Among the EAs, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and differential evolution (DE) algorithms have been proposed in [30]–[32], respectively, due to their implementation simplicity and robustness features.

In the standard PSO method, a swarm of particles moves in a search space with dimension equal to the number of decision variables of the optimization problem, by cooperating among them while searching for the global optimum point [31]. The next movement of each particle within the search space is influenced by its local best known position in combination with the best known position among the entire set of particles. The use of deterministic PSO has been proposed in [33] to improve the tracking capability of the conventional PSO algorithm, mainly by removing the randomness from the calculation of the PSO particles velocity.

The DE algorithm is a stochastic, population-based optimization algorithm. The optimization process is conducted similarly to genetic algorithms using the crossover, mutation, and selection operators [32]. The main difference with genetic algorithms is that the latter relies on crossover, while DE uses the mutation operation as a search mechanism and the selection operation to direct the members of the population within the search space toward the regions where the fitness (i.e., objective) function is maximized.

In commercially available flexible PV modules, bypass diodes are connected in parallel with the individual cells comprising the PV module. Targeting to a higher degree of integration in distributed MPPT applications, the incorporation of the dc/dc converter into the structure of a flexible PV module using the back layer of the PV module as a substrate instead of a PCB, is described in [34]. However, in case that a flexible PV module
is installed on a bended surface then different solar irradiation intensity is incident on each of the solar cells it comprises. Thus, as will be demonstrated next, its power–voltage characteristic may exhibit local maxima (as those depicted in Fig. 1), although the flexible PV module operates under no partial-shading conditions. The MPPT method applied in [35] for flexible PV modules is characterized by increased implementation complexity, since knowledge of the incident solar irradiance, as well as the contour angle and open-circuit voltage of the flexible PV module are required for the detection of the global MPP. Until present, the issue of MPPT of flexible PV modules has not been studied any further.

In this paper, the operational characteristics of flexible PV modules are initially investigated in order to explore the impact of solar irradiation conditions and installation geometry on the current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics of flexible PV modules and derive the corresponding operational requirements of a global MPPT algorithm, which is suitable for applications of flexible PV modules. This issue is explored in this paper for the first time in the existing research literature. Then, a new method for tracking the global MPP of flexible PV modules is proposed, which, compared to the past-proposed global MPPT techniques, has the advantage of being able to detect the global MPP in less search steps, thus minimizing the power loss during the global MPPT process. The proposed method is suitable for incorporation in commercial PV power processing products, since it does not require knowledge of the operational characteristics of the flexible PV modules comprising the installed PV system. Such information is typically available during the PV system design process, which is performed after the MPPT device has been manufactured.

This paper is organized as follows: the operational characteristics of flexible PV modules are presented in Section II; the proposed global MPPT system is analyzed in Section III; finally, the experimental results are presented in Section IV.

II. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FLEXIBLE PV MODULES

The general installation geometry of a flexible PV module under bending conditions is shown in Fig. 2. The PV module slope is defined by the angle \( \beta (\circ) \) between the horizontal plane and the chord of the arc formed by the bended PV module. Additionally, the PV module is installed with an azimuth angle equal to \( \alpha (\circ) \) with respect to the north–south axis. A different amount of solar irradiation is incident on each point of the flexible PV module, since the angle of incidence of the solar irradiation varies continuously along the PV module surface. Under bending conditions, the flexible PV module forms an arc in a circle. The degree of bending of the flexible PV module is expressed by the central angle \( \theta \) (in degrees, \( 0^\circ < \theta < 180^\circ \)), having its vertex at the center of that circle and its sides passing through the edges of the flexible PV module. Applying geometrical calculations results that the length \( l \) (in meters) of the chord which is formed between the two edges of the bended PV module (see Fig. 2) is given by

\[
l = \begin{cases} 
2L \sin(\theta/2) \frac{180^\circ}{\pi - \theta}, & \text{for } 0^\circ < \theta < 180^\circ \\
L, & \text{for } \theta = 0^\circ
\end{cases}
\]  

where \( L \) (in meters) is the length of the arc formed by the flexible PV module, which is also equal to the length of the PV module.

Until present, there is no suitable mathematical model available in the existing research literature for calculating the output current and power of a flexible PV module as a function of the bending, azimuth and slope installation settings. Thus, in order to explore the behavior of a flexible PV module under various installation conditions in this paper, its current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics were experimentally measured using a suitable data-acquisition system, for various values of \( \theta, \beta, \) and \( \alpha \) during consecutive clear-sky summer days.

The current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics of a south-facing flexible PV module (i.e., \( \alpha = 0^\circ \) in Fig. 2) with \( \beta = 0^\circ \) for various bending angles in the range \( 0^\circ < \theta < 180^\circ \) are illustrated in Fig. 3. The current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics of the same flexible PV module with \( \beta = 45^\circ \) at 12:00 of consecutive clear-sky summer days for various values of \( \theta \) and \( \alpha \) are depicted in Fig. 4. The corresponding solar irradiation and ambient temperature conditions are also indicated in both of these figures. It is observed that the installation geometry relatively to the direction of sun rays, in terms of \( \theta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta, \) affects the shape of the current–voltage and power–voltage characteristics. Compared to the case that \( \theta = 0^\circ, \) increasing the degree of bending of the flexible PV module (i.e., parameter \( \theta \)) results in the development of local MPPs and/or regions where the power gradient tends to zero. The number of local MPPs varies from one hour to another, depending on the extent of the nonuniform solar irradiation incidence across the PV module surface as time (i.e., solar angle) changes during the day. Both Figs. 3 and 4 reveal that the position of the global MPP is not fixed, but changes according to time, installation geometry of the flexible PV module in terms of \( \theta, \alpha, \) and \( \beta, \) as well as the prevailing solar irradiation and ambient temperature conditions, which result in different incident solar irradiation conditions among the individual solar cells comprising the flexible PV module. Thus, the development of a suitable MPPT system is required, which is capable to detect the global MPP of the flexible PV module under any installation geometry and meteorological operating conditions.
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III. PROPOSED GLOBAL MPPT SYSTEM FOR FLEXIBLE PV MODULES

A block diagram of the proposed global MPPT system for flexible PV modules is illustrated in Fig. 5. A boost-type dc/dc converter is used in order to interface the power generated by the flexible PV module to a voltage source (either a battery bank or a grid-connected dc/ac inverter). The flexible PV module operates under bending conditions, as analyzed in Section II. An RS-232 communication interface has been employed for transferring the measurements acquired by the microcontroller to a computer, in order to analyze the performance of the proposed system. The value of the input inductor \( L_{\text{in}} \) (in henry) is calculated such that the dc/dc converter operates in the continuous conduction mode. In this operating mode, the input/output voltage relationship is given by

\[
\frac{V_o}{V_{pv}} = \frac{1}{1 - D}
\]

where \( V_{pv} \) and \( V_o \) (in volts) are the input and output voltage, respectively, of the dc/dc converter and \( D \) is the duty cycle of the pulsedwidth modulated (PWM) signal (0 \( \leq D < 1 \)), which controls the power MOSFET of the dc/dc converter according to the proposed global MPPT algorithm analyzed in the following.

The maximum permissible value of \( D \) in (2) depends on the specifications of the dc/dc converter operating input- and output-voltage ranges, the period of the PWM control signal, as well as the turn-on and turn-off delay times of the power semiconductor devices employed in the dc/dc converter. The values of the input and output capacitors \( C_{\text{in}} \) and \( C_o \) (in farad) are calculated as analyzed in [36] and [37], such that the peak-to-peak ripples of the PV module output current and dc/dc converter output voltage, respectively, are constrained to be less than the maximum permitted limits. A microcontroller unit executes the global MPPT algorithm, using the measurements of the PV module output voltage and current \( V_{pv} \) and \( I_{pv} \) in Fig. 5, respectively, which are acquired by an analog-to-digital converter (A/D), as analyzed next.

As demonstrated in Section II, local maxima appear on the power–voltage characteristic of flexible PV modules under bending conditions. During the execution of a global MPP search process, the PV module is iteratively set to operate at various nonoptimal power/voltage operating points. Thus, in order to minimize the power loss during the search process it is required to apply an efficient algorithm, which is capable to track the global MPP with the minimum possible number of search steps. In case of convergence to a local optimum, the conventional PSO algorithm performs a random reinitialization of the particles positions, which results in scattering the swarm over the entire power–voltage characteristic [31]. However, this process is not always effective, since the time required for convergence to the global MPP is increased. During the execution of the chaotic-search algorithm, sequences of unequal numbers (chaotic sequences) are iteratively produced during successive time steps according to special deterministic functions (chaotic maps) [29], which results in a scattered search as dictated by the chaotic maps. In contrast to these approaches, in this paper it is proposed to perform the global MPPT process using a combination of the dual-carrier (i.e., using two recursive functions)
chaotic-search and PSO optimization algorithms, comprising the hybrid chaotic-PSO algorithm (HCPSO). As will be analyzed next, the proposed HCPSO algorithm features a local and a scattered search process by detecting positions that are better than the current best position of each particle, in terms of the PV module power generation, without taking into account the best positions discovered by the other particles of the population. It is based on the PSO convergence mechanism, utilizing the cooperative intelligence of particles in order to avoid the computational complexity of the corresponding operation of the chaotic-search process, but also whenever the particles converge and stall to local MPPs the HCPSO algorithm uses chaotic sequences in order to reinitialize the particles and escape from these points in order to continue searching for the global MPP. The integration of a chaotic-search process into the PSO algorithm has also been proposed in [38], which is not relevant to power maximization in PV systems. However, the HCPSO algorithm presented in this paper performs the optimization procedure based on two chaotic maps, instead of the single chaotic map applied in [38]. Furthermore, a more efficient termination condition is applied in the proposed HCPSO algorithm, which is based on the evolution of an utmost number of chaotic generations that in worst case are permitted to elapse during the exploration of the search space, when the search procedure is not able to derive a better solution than the current personal best position of each particle. These two operational characteristics aim to increase the speed of convergence to the global MPP.

In the proposed HCPSO algorithm, the chaotic-search process for the $i$th particle is performed using the following recursive chaotic maps [29]:

$$y_t = 4 \cdot y_{t-1} \cdot (1 - y_{t-1})$$ (3)
$$x_t = 2 \cdot x_{t-1} \cdot \sin(\pi \cdot x_{t-1})$$ (4)

where $[x_{t-1}, y_{t-1}]$ and $[x_t, y_t]$ are the logistic and sine chaotic variables, respectively, at search steps $t - 1$ and $t$, respectively.

The logistic chaotic mapping in (3) enables to execute a scattered search at distant positions around the current position, while the sine chaotic map in (4) offers a local search capability.

A flowchart of the proposed HCPSO algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6. An initial population of $N$ particles is initially created. According to the PSO mechanism which is embedded in the HCPSO algorithm, the $i$th particle has a position (i.e., a value of the PV module voltage on the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module) represented by a position vector $x_i$ and a velocity represented by the velocity vector $v_i$ [31]. Each particle stores its own best position discovered so far in parameter $p_{\text{Best}}$. The best position detected by the entire swarm until the current search step is the parameter $p_{\text{Global}}$, and its value (i.e., the corresponding output power of the flexible PV module) is the parameter $g_{\text{Best}}$. The velocity of the $i$th particle at the current search step $t$ is updated using the corresponding value at step $t - 1$, as follows [31]:

$$v_i(t) = x \cdot [w \cdot v_i(t-1) + c_1 \cdot r_1 \cdot p_{\text{Best}}(t-1) - c_1 \cdot r_1 \cdot s_i(t-1) + c_2 \cdot r_2 \cdot g_{\text{Best}}(t-1) - c_2 \cdot r_2 \cdot s_i(t-1)]$$ (5)

where $r_1$ and $r_2$ are random numbers uniformly distributed within the interval $[0, 1]$, $c_1$ is the positive self-recognition coefficient, $c_2$ is the social coefficient, $w$ is the momentum factor, and $x$ is the constriction factor.

At each position, the PV module output power is calculated as the product of the PV module output voltage and current.
Each particle decides about the direction toward to move next, considering its own experience (i.e., its own best past position) and the experience of the most successful particle in the swarm. Thus, the position of the $i$th particle at search step $t$ $s_i(t)$ is calculated as the sum of its position at time step $t - 1$ and the new velocity $v_i(t)$:

$$s_i(t) = s_i(t - 1) + v_i(t). \quad (6)$$

The positions of the particles correspond to 8-bit integer values of the dc/dc converter duty cycle, $D$ in (2) (i.e., 128-255), according to the following equation:

$$D = \text{floor} \left[ s_i(t) \right] \quad (7)$$

where the floor$(\cdot)$ function rounds down the calculated position value.

In contrast to the approach applied in the PSO method, the values of the initial set of particles in the proposed HCPSO algorithm are assigned based on the logistic chaotic variables according to the following equation:

$$s_i(t = 0) = b + (a - b) \cdot y_i \quad (8)$$

where $s_i(t = 0)$ is the initial position of the $i$th particle ($1 \leq i \leq N$), and $a = 255$ and $b = 128$ are the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the possible positions range (i.e., 8-bit integer values of the dc/dc converter duty cycle in the range of 128–255) and $y_i$ is given by (3) by setting $t = t$.

The HCPSO algorithm considers that a particle is stagnant, thus not been able to discover better positions, whenever both of the following conditions apply for two consecutive time steps:

$$|v_i(t)| < \Delta s \quad (9)$$

$$\left| \frac{P(s_i(t)) - P(p\text{Best},(t))}{P(s_i(t))} \right| < \Delta P \quad (10)$$

where $P(s_i(t))$ and $P(p\text{Best},(t))$ (in watts) are the PV power produced by the $i$th particle at positions $s_i(t)$ and $p\text{Best},(t)$, respectively, and $\Delta s$ and $\Delta P$ are the voltage and power stagnancy limits, respectively, and their values are set by the MPPT system designer.

In order to overcome the particle’s stagnancy condition and retrigger the search process of the stagnant particle to explore the position of the global MPP, the chaotic-search-based mobilization process illustrated in Fig. 6 is then executed for the stagnant particle. The local position of the stagnant particle is assigned to a temporary variable. Then, a close and a distant operating point of the flexible PV module (i.e., positions on the power–voltage characteristic) are generated according to the chaotic maps, with respect to the local position of the particle, which both explore for possible better positions in terms of the PV-generated power. In order to check whether there is any other distant area with a batch of better positions than the currently focused area, the distant and close positions are compared with the temporary position in terms of the power generated by the flexible PV module at each of these points. Then, the power generated by the flexible PV module is measured at positions $y_{\text{Log}}$ and $x_{\text{Sin}}$, which correspond to the distant and close positions, respectively. These positions are generated by utilizing the chaotic variables $y_i$ and $x_i$ at search step $t$, which are given by the recursive chaotic maps in (3) and (4), respectively, as follows:

$$y_{\text{Log}} = s_{\text{temp}} + (a - b) \cdot (k \cdot y_i - 0.5) / \text{div}_{\text{Log}} \quad (11)$$

$$x_{\text{Sin}} = s_{\text{temp}} + (a - b) \cdot (g \cdot x_i - 1.2) / \text{div}_{\text{Sin}} \quad (12)$$

where $s_{\text{temp}}$ is the temporary position, while $k$, $g$, $\text{div}_{\text{Sin}}$, $\text{div}_{\text{Log}}$ are scaling parameters and their values are determined empirically.

Initially (i.e., for $t = 0$), the values of the chaotic variables $y_i$ and $x_i$ are set equal to 0.6 and 0.9, respectively. The power generated at $y_{\text{Log}}$, $x_{\text{Sin}}$, as well as at the temporal position, are compared according to the following steps:

1) If the power generated at the position $y_{\text{Log}}$ is higher than the power produced at the temporary position and the power generated at $x_{\text{Sin}}$, then the temporary position is substituted by $y_{\text{Log}}$.

2) If the power generated at $x_{\text{Sin}}$ is higher than the power produced at the temporary position and the power generated at $y_{\text{Log}}$, then the temporary position is substituted by $x_{\text{Sin}}$.

3) If the power generated at the temporary position resulting after steps 1) and 2) is less than or equal to the power at $p\text{Best},$, then the chaotic search procedure is repeated by producing new logistic and sine chaotic variables using the temporary position of time step $t - 1$.

4) If the power generated at the temporary position which results after steps 1) and 2) is higher than $p\text{Best},$, or a maximum permitted number of iterations $G_2$ has elapsed, then the chaotic-search operation is suspended.

In case that after step 4) the mobilization process has discovered a temporary position which is better than the particle’s stagnant position before the mobilization process, then the stagnant position is substituted with the position indicated by the temporary position and the velocity of the particle is updated as follows:

$$v_i(t) = s_{\text{temp}} - s_i(t) \quad (13)$$

where $s_{\text{temp}}$ is the temporary position.

The mobilization process described earlier performs two changes of the power converter duty cycle within each iteration. When the execution of the mobilization process has been accomplished, then the variable that stores the number of successive generations that the specific particle is stagnant is reset to zero.

At the last step of the HCPSO global MPPT algorithm, the global as well as the personal best position of each particle of the population are updated as follows:

1) If $P(s_i(t)) > P(p\text{Best})$, then $p\text{Best} = s_i(t)$.

2) If $P(s_i(t)) > P(g\text{Best})$, then $g\text{Best} = s_i(t)$.

The HCPSO algorithm described earlier is executed for each particle of the population and is repeated until a predefined number of population generations $G_1$ have evolved. The operating point where the overall maximum power has been discovered to
be produced by the flexible PV module is stored in pGlobal and gBest, respectively, as described earlier, and it is considered to be the global MPP of the PV power maximization procedure.

The position of the global MPP of the flexible PV module is derived by executing periodically the proposed HCPSO algorithm, with a repetition period of a few minutes. Then, a conventional MPPT algorithm [15] may be executed in order to continuously track the short-term changes of the previously detected global MPP.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A laboratory prototype of the proposed system (see Fig. 5) has been designed and constructed in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed global MPPT method experimentally. A dc/dc boost converter is used to interface into a 48 V battery bank, the power produced by a UniSolar PVL-68 amorphous-silicon flexible PV module with 68 W/16.5 V MPP power and voltage levels under standard test conditions (STC). Bypass diodes are connected in antiparallel with the solar cells comprising the flexible PV module. The dc/dc boost converter consists of an IRFZ44 power MOSFET and an MBR1060 diode, which operate with a 39 kHz switching frequency. An $L_{in} = 160 \mu F$ input inductance is used for continuous conduction of the dc/dc converter down to an 1 A of dc input current, while the output capacitance $C_o$ has been set to 330 $\mu F$ in order to achieve a 2% output voltage ripple. The Atmel ATMega 8535 microcontroller unit, embedded in the STK500 development board, is used to execute the MPPT algorithm and produce an 8-bit PWM signal with the appropriate duty cycle, according to the HCPSO algorithm described in Section III. The generated PWM control signal is then interfaced to the boost-type dc/dc power converter through an ICL7667 MOSFET driver IC. The PV module output current is measured using the LTSS6-NP Hall-effect-type current sensor with three turns. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the output of the Hall-effect sensor is interfaced to the A/D converter, which is available on the ATMega 8535 microcontroller chip, employed in an operational-amplifier-based (LM358) amplifier. The PV module output voltage is measured using a differential amplifier based on the LM358 operational amplifier. The experimental setup which was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed global MPPT system is illustrated in Fig. 7. A suitable supporting frame was constructed, enabling the adjustment of the angles of bending, tilt and orientation of the flexible PV module during the test process, to the desired values.

The experimental setup described earlier was used to evaluate the performance of the dual-carrier chaotic-search [29], PSO [31], DE [32], and HCPSO global MPPT algorithms under real (i.e., outdoors) conditions. The maximum permitted number of generations that each MPPT algorithm is executed was set according to simulation and experimental tests, such that convergence is ensured with the minimum number of search steps in case that the PV module is installed at a horizontal position (i.e., $\theta = 0^\circ$). However, since the PSO, DE and HCPSO algorithms execute random procedures in order to initialize and/or direct the particles during the optimization process, the actual number of steps required for their convergence is not constant and these algorithms were executed several times in order to derive the most suitable number of generations. Thus, the PSO and DE algorithms were set to operate for 15 and 10 generations, respectively. The values of the rest of the parameters of the chaotic-search, PSO, and DE algorithms were selected as described in [29], [31] and [32], respectively. For comparison purposes, the proposed HCPSO global MPPT algorithm was set to utilize the same basic parameters as the PSO algorithm, while the rest of the HCPSO algorithm parameters were selected experimentally such that convergence is achieved with the minimum number of steps when $\theta = 0^\circ$. The operational parameters of the proposed HCPSO algorithm are shown in Table I. The maximum number of search iterations in case of particle stagnancy were set equal to $G_2 = 3$, as a tradeoff between the improvement capability of the particles to discover better personal positions and the additional search steps that the chaotic-search mobilization procedure imposes (see Fig. 6), which increase the time until convergence to the global MPP has been achieved. The process described earlier for the detection of the MPPT algorithms operational-parameters values, was applied only once, before the initiation of normal operation of the global MPPT system, where the flexible PV module was set to operate under various solar irradiation and bending conditions, as analyzed in the following.

In order to evaluate the convergence speed of the global MPPT algorithms under study, the total number of search steps has been used as a metric, instead of the total convergence time, since it is independent of design- and application-specific parameters, such as the type of the controller (e.g., proportional–integral (PI), proportional–integral–derivative (PID), fuzzy, etc.), the dc/dc converter power rating and input/output voltage specifications, etc. The accuracy of convergence was evaluated by calculating the deviation of the PV-generated power at the final operating point, which has been derived as the global MPP by each MPPT algorithm, from the power production at the actual global MPP of the flexible PV module, which was

![Fig. 7. Flexible PV module experimental setup for the performance evaluation of the proposed global MPPT system (in this example the bending angle is $\theta = 90^\circ$).](image-url)
detected by applying, prior to the execution of each MPPT algorithm, an exhaustive-search process with the maximum possible resolution of the PWM control signal duty cycle. During the exhaustive-search process, the entire power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module was scanned by iteratively modifying the duty cycle of the boost-type dc/dc converter control signal and measuring the power generated by the PV module at the resulting operating points. Since an 8-bit PWM signal is used to control the dc/dc power converter, then for the PV module/battery voltage ranges applied in this experimental setup, the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module was measured in 128 consecutive search steps by the exhaustive-search algorithm in order to detect the global MPP. The power deviation of the final operating point derived by each MPPT algorithm as the global MPP, from the global MPP detected by the exhaustive-search process depends on the operational efficiency of each optimization method, the power measurement errors and the small-scale variations of the solar irradiation and ambient temperature conditions during the exhaustive-search and global MPPT processes, which slightly modify the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module.

A critical parameter determining the performance of the PSO, chaotic-search, DE, and HCPSO global MPPT algorithms is the number of particles/genes comprising each generation. In order to investigate the effect of this parameter, the performance of the PSO, chaotic-search, DE, and HCPSO global MPPT methods under study was initially evaluated in case that the flexible PV module is installed with $\theta = 0^\circ$, such that its power–voltage characteristic exhibits a unique MPP, without additional local MPPs. The DE algorithm was tested for cases that it comprises more than four genes, since for lower values it was not able to successfully detect the global MPP of the flexible PV module. The HCPSO, PSO, and DE algorithms successfully derived the global MPP, which has been measured using an exhaustive-search method as analyzed earlier, with a deviation of less than 1.3%, except of the case of the DE algorithm with five genes where the deviation was increased to 17.7%. The chaotic-search algorithm was also executed for four particles, similarly to the proposed HCPSO algorithm, but it converged to a suboptimal operating point. It was experimentally verified that in order to be capable to track the global MPP successfully, more than eight particles should be included in the chaotic-search algorithm, but this results in higher computational complexity compared to the proposed HCPSO algorithm incorporating two to four particles, due to the sorting process employed. Thus, the performance of the chaotic-search technique was not explored any further.

The experimentally measured numbers of steps required for convergence to the global MPP by each algorithm in case that $\theta = 0^\circ$, for various numbers of particles/genes in each generation of the corresponding populations, are presented in Table II. The number of steps required by the DE method is significantly higher, since two search steps are executed for every gene of DE within the same generation, thus the operation of this algorithm using a higher number of genes within each generation, beyond the configurations illustrated in Table II, was not further investigated. The number of search steps required by the proposed HCPSO algorithm are 6.7%–33.3% and 35.7%–84.1% less than the corresponding numbers of steps required by the PSO (when configured with equal numbers of particles with the HCPSO process) and DE algorithms, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of particles</th>
<th>HCPSO</th>
<th>Number of steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20 30 20 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42 38 36 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>54 40 42 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of particles</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>Number of steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 30 30 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45 45 45 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60 60 60 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of genes</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>Number of steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>84 84 84 84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>105 105 105 105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>126 126 126 126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, the bending angle of the flexible PV module was increased to $\theta = 60^\circ$, $120^\circ$, and $180^\circ$, respectively and the previous test process was repeated. By measuring the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module it was detected that for the specific meteorological and installation conditions of this test process, it exhibits a unique MPP for $\theta = 60^\circ$ and $120^\circ$, while an additional local MPP is contained for $\theta = 180^\circ$. The corresponding experimental results are summarized in Table II. The PSO algorithm is faster than the proposed HCPSO process by 6.3% only in case that they both employ three particles in order to perform the MPPT process. In the rest of the cases investigated, the number of search steps required by the proposed HCPSO algorithm are less than the search steps required by the PSO (for the configurations with equal numbers of particles with the HCPSO process) and DE algorithms by 0%–33.3% and 42.9%–84.1%, respectively. In contrast to the PSO- and DE-based global MPPT methods, the number of search steps executed in the proposed HCPSO algorithm is not constant due to the activation of the chaotic-search-based mobilization mechanism for the particles under stagnancy (see Fig. 6). The average value of the relative power deviation of the operating points detected as the global MPPs by the HCPSO-, PSO- and DE-based methods, from the global MPP derived using the exhaustive-search process, is 0.7%, 32.0%, and 11.1%, respectively, thus indicating the superiority of the proposed HCPSO algorithm to successfully track the global MPP.

As analyzed in Section III, the operation of the proposed HCPSO algorithm is based on the convergence mechanism of the PSO optimization process, but it does not execute random procedures to reinitialize the particles in case of stagnancy. In contrast, the chaotic-search-based initialization of the particles, which is performed in the proposed HCPSO algorithm, distributes them within the search space in a more efficient way, compared to the random initialization performed in the
PSO-based approach. Thus, compared to the PSO algorithm, the HCPSO-based global MPPT method converges to operating points which reside much closer to the global MPP. Also, according to the results presented in Table II, applying the proposed HCPSO method with two particles is the most effective approach in terms of convergence speed, which also outperformed the PSO and DE global MPP methods in case of power–voltage characteristics with either none or one local MPP.

Considering the power–voltage curves of the flexible PV module in Figs. 3 and 4, as well as the experimental results presented in Table II, the performance of the HCPSO, PSO and DE methods, in terms of the power deviation and number of steps, depends on: 1) the operating conditions of the flexible PV module (i.e., bending angle, solar irradiation intensity, etc.), which define the shape of the power–voltage curve, and 2) the randomness inherent in the operation of these global MPPT methods. The performance of the HCPSO and PSO algorithms with two particles and the DE algorithm with four genes, which are the most efficient configurations in terms of convergence speed according to the results presented in Table II, was also experimentally investigated by setting the flexible PV module at various values of $\theta$ in the range $0^\circ$–$180^\circ$ from 09:00 to 16:00 during two consecutive days. Thus, the impact of direction of the incident solar irradiation on the shape of the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module when installed under bending conditions, as demonstrated in Section II, was also considered in the performance evaluation of the global MPPT methods under study. During the test process, the solar irradiation on horizontal plane and ambient temperature were measured to vary in the range of 320–740 W/m$^2$ and 18.1–22.7 $^\circ$C, respectively. The resulting experimentally measured power–voltage characteristics of the flexible PV module are illustrated in Fig. 8(a), showing that test cases are also included where the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module exhibits a local MPP. The average and standard deviation values of the deviation of the PV power produced at the operating point derived by each algorithm as the global MPP, from the power at the global MPP, which was detected by the exhaustive search process, are presented in Fig. 8(b). It is observed that the average power deviation of the proposed HCPSO algorithm from the global MPP detected by the exhaustive-search process is less than the average power deviation of the PSO and DE techniques by 33.9% and 66.1%, respectively. The power deviation of the HCPSO algorithm exhibits a standard deviation, which is lower than that of the PSO and DE algorithms by 41.7% and 55.6%, respectively.

The average and standard deviation values of the number of steps required by each optimization method in order to converge to the global MPP are illustrated in Fig. 8(c). The number of steps required by the HCPSO algorithm in order to accomplish the corresponding global MPPT processes were 20–28 with a standard deviation of 3.53 steps, while the PSO and DE algorithms require a constant number of search steps, since according to the corresponding termination criteria employed, their operation is suspended after a predefined number of iterations. Also, the HCPSO algorithm accomplishes the global MPPT process with 24.8% and 73.2% less average search steps compared to the PSO and DE algorithms, respectively. Thus, using the proposed HCPSO algorithm the PV power loss during the execution of the global MPPT process is minimized.

In all cases investigated in Table II and Fig. 8, the HCPSO, PSO, DE, and exhaustive-search algorithms have been applied with a 1/128 resolution of the PWM control signal duty cycle. However, the number of steps required by the HCPSO, PSO, and DE algorithms in order to derive the global MPP of the flexible PV module is less than the 128 steps executed by the exhaustive-search algorithm. A common characteristic of the exhaustive-search, HCPSO, PSO, and DE algorithms is that, for a given application, the duty-cycle resolution employed during their execution can be tailored to the dc/dc converter input/output voltage range and the operational characteristics of the flexible PV module, such that the performance of the global MPPT system is optimized in terms of the accuracy of detecting the global MPP and the number of steps required until convergence.

In order to demonstrate the evolution of the global MPPT process, which is performed using the proposed HCPSO method in case that local MPPs are exhibited by the power–voltage characteristic of the PV module, the experimentally measured power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module in case that $\theta = 180^\circ$ and $\beta = \alpha = 0^\circ$ at 13:00 of a clear-sky winter day is shown in Fig. 9(a). The output power of the flexible PV module at each step of operation of the HCPSO algorithm with three particles is also depicted in that figure. The experimentally measured trajectory of consecutive flexible PV module output
The experimental results of the HCPSO algorithm with three particles in case that $\theta = 180^\circ$, $\beta = \alpha = 0^\circ$, the incident solar irradiation is equal to 730 W/m$^2$ and the ambient temperature is 22.7 $^\circ$C at 13:00 of a clear-sky winter day: (a) the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module and the operating points during the operation of the HCPSO algorithm and (b) the flexible PV module output power at each search step of the HCPSO algorithm for each particle.

Power levels followed by each of the three particles during the operation of the HCPSO algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 9(b). As indicated in Fig. 9(b), the global MPPT process is accomplished in 48 search steps and the chaotic-search-based mobilization mechanism of the HCPSO algorithm (see Fig. 6) is activated during time steps 21–27, 32–38, and 39–45, respectively. It is observed that the three particles of the HCPSO algorithm started exploring the power–voltage search space from a completely different position with respect to the area where the global MPP resides. However, they progressively moved toward the correct direction by successfully discriminating the local and global MPPs, although their power levels do not differ significantly. The position of the global MPP was detected by the second particle at step 29 with a power deviation of 0.55%.

Similarly, the experimentally measured power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV module in case that $\theta = 180^\circ$ and $\beta = \alpha = 0^\circ$ at 17:00 of a clear-sky summer day, as well as the output power of the flexible PV module during the evolution of the proposed HCPSO algorithm with two particles, are presented in Fig. 10(a). The experimentally measured trajectory, which was followed by the two particles during the HCPSO global MPPT process are shown in Fig. 10(b). In this test case, it was not required for the mobilization mechanism of the HCPSO algorithm (see Fig. 6) to be activated during the execution time steps. Also, the initial positions of the HCPSO algorithm particles were close to the area of a local MPP, which extended over a relatively wide voltage range, but both particles avoided to get trapped in that area. Thus, the global MPP was detected by the first particle at step 17 with a power deviation of 0.22%, while the HCPSO algorithm terminated after executing 20 search steps.

The experimental results indicate that using the same values of the operational parameters, which were derived during the initial test process, the proposed global MPPT system was capable to operate effectively over a wide range of solar irradiation conditions and bending-angle setups, without requirement to repeat the initial parameters-detection process. Each of these operating conditions resulted in different forms of the flexible PV module power–voltage curves, which were not known a priori. However, the proposed HCPSO algorithm was capable to successfully adapt to these different operational characteristics of the flexible PV module power source, which are typically determined by the target application of the PV system, without requiring any knowledge of them.

V. Conclusion

The use of flexible PV modules has emerged during the past few years due to their capability to easily adapt on nonplanar surfaces. However, when installed on curved surfaces the power–voltage characteristic of the flexible PV modules exhibits local MPPs. The experimental results presented in this paper, for the first time in the existing literature, demonstrate that the number and position of local MPPs depends on the solar irradiation and ambient temperature conditions, as well as the installation geometry of the flexible PV module.
A new method of tracking the global MPP of flexible PV modules has also been proposed in this paper, which, compared to the past-proposed MPPT techniques, has the advantage that it is capable to detect the global MPP of flexible PV modules with less search steps. The performance superiority of the proposed global MPPT technique over the past-proposed methods has been demonstrated with a comparative experimental study under real operating conditions. Applying the proposed HCPSO method with two particles was the most effective approach in terms of convergence speed. Thus, using the proposed system, the power loss during the global MPPT process is minimized and the energy production of the flexible PV module is maximized.

The boost-converter-based design, which has been presented in the paper, is directly applicable to distributed MPPT architectures of PV systems comprising flexible PV modules [34]. Also, the microcontroller-based control unit can be easily modified to control, according to the proposed HCPSO algorithm, alternative dc/dc power converter topologies (e.g., buck, buck-boost, etc.) in order to adapt to specific operational requirements of the target PV application.
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